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ABSTRACT 
Military helicopter Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) flight 

represents one of the rnost demanding low-altitude, ncar 
terrain flight operations. In NOE, the pilot is operating at or 
below tree-top levels. taking maximum advantage of the 
covertness provided by thc.terrain and ground features for 
concealment. Such increased proximity to obstructions 
places heightened maneuverability requirements on the 
aircraft and extreme levels of workload on the pilot. 

The basic issue being addressed in the NASI\ 
Automated Nap-of-the-Earth (ANOE) program is the 
intelligent use of environ1ncntal information such as 
knowledge of terrain. obstacles, and other external factors to 

enhance the !light path guidance of the vehicle_ This is a 
major departure over contemporary guidance and control 
which is predicated on state-feedback of variables such as 
vehicle attitudes, velocities, and accelerations. !\!though the 
immediate program has a military focus. the tcchnologie<d 
advances inherent for automating NOF !light have great 
benefit to the operation of a wide class of vehicles such as 
elncrgc.ncy medical helicopters. conventional and high-speed 
transports, unmanned aerial vehicles, and planetary vehicles. 

This paper sunlmari:;_es the results to date of the 
N;\S/\ J\NOE program in the areas of passive sensors. 
active sensors, pilot displays, low-altitude manual trajectory 
guid;111ce. and NOE automatic guidance. Each of these 
component areas, separately and in various combinations. 
have been developed and evaluated in piloted, motion-based 
silllulation or through !light test. These evaluations have 
realized the feasibility of automating the NOE flight mission. 
<tnd ha,·c generated additional spin-off applicatio11S of the 
technologies. 

INTRODUCTION 
Pilots flying rotorcraft close to the ground in nap-of

the-earth flight arc confronted with unique guidance and 
control tasks such as aircraft concealment. obstacle 
avoidance. and long-range mission planning. These tlight 
tasks require a high degree of skill and concentration. and 
can be intensified by low-visibility and high auxiliary 
workload conditions. Automation in this flight regime is 
motivated by the desire to reduce pilot workload \Vithout 
compromising pilot confidence and safety. 

The objective of the NASA Automated Nap··Of.·thc .. 
Earth program is to develop technology to aid the hc.licopter 
pilot during low-altitude and NOE Hight through computer 
and sensor augmentation. The program has focused on three 
discrete technology areas: I) processing methods for 
acquiring terrain and obstacle information from passive and 
active sensors, 2) the usc of stored digital terrain data in 
conjunction with highly accurate navigation systems for 
improved low··altitudc. guidance, and 3) the augmentation or 
correction of stored digital terrain data through the usc ot" 
forward-looking sensors and the integration of these scnsm 
data into the night guidance and control systems in manual 
and automatic modes. 

A !I three development technology areas goals invoh·c 
conceptualization, analysis, hardware implementation. and 
flight test. The first and third technology areas arc being 
conducted on the NASA/Army UH-60 RASCAL (Rotorcraft 
Aircrcw Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory) test 
helicopter. The second technology area has been 
accomplished in joint flight test with the U.S. Army aboard 
the Army UH-60 STAR (SystL~InS Testbed for Avionics 
Research) test helicopter. The NASA VMS (Vertical Mz1ti<H1 
Simulator) facility has been used extensively, in conducting 
piloted. motion-based high lidclity graphic flight 
simulations. Because automation in nap-of-the-earth flight i..; 
such a revolutionary concept. the piloted evaluation studi<..:s 
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Fig.l. Overall Automated NOL system architecture. 

include concepts for low-altitude (above tree-top) as well as 
NOE (below tree-top) flight. Such aids for low-altitude \light 
have direct application to certain missions (e.g. military 
special operations, search and rescue) and offer the potential 
of being a first step in piloted automation in proximity to 

terrain. 
The NASA ANOE program is corn posed of the 

following component technologies: 
I) Passive Sensors: the usc of "pixcl-!low" data from 

television and infrared cameras to detect and extract range 
and position to objects and terrain. Such sensors offer high 
update rates and wide tlclcl of views without emitting energy. 

2) Active Sensors: the usc of millimeter wave 
(MMW) radar and laser radar to detect and extract ranf!e and 
position to objects and terrnin. Such sensors offer \'Cry 

<lccurate ranging to objects, fine resolution. and opcratiun in 

degraded weather conditions. 

3) ~1J.sl:jjs~ld Low-A U/_Wt_Le M CillY..Q.LGJJ.i.tii.lJJ.Lt.JJ~sLtUL 
the usc of navigational, aircraft .state, terrain database, 
forward sensor information. and pilot displays to present an 
above tree-top 3-dirnensional, trajectory to the pilot for 

particular mission scenarios, using manual (pilot) control. 

4 ) !:if.O.L:.fl.g_{Jf_,_l!__iL<!l-l~L!i' ct {!JJ. . .A u tom 0£ILGu.idw u:.c. 
SJ:Jit:.tlL the usc of aircraft state inforrnation, terrain <lat<lb<L'>C. 

forward sensors, and pilot displays to provide a bclnw \ret.> 
top (NOE) trajectory to the pilot. providing atllomatic 
control maneuvers in the C\'Cilt of a potential ground or 
obstacle collision. 

The paper will describe the results of the NASA 
ANOE program in the above technical component area:... 
-.,unlrnarizc the programs findings, and provide futun: 
program directions. 

OVERALL ANOE SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE 

The complete automated NOE system draws on a 
terrain I obstacle database in generating trajectory guidance. 
which is presented lO the pilot through helmet-mounted 
displays. Maneuvering the aircraft along the recommended 
trajectory is directed by the pilot, although assisted through 
automatic control. At his discretion, the pilot may elect to 

delegate complete maneuvering control of the aircraft to the 
automatic system. It is unlikely, however, that such fully 
automatic operation will constitute typical operations. as 
pilots are justifiably url\villing to relinquish .such total 
authority to any ;llltornatic system. Our proposed automated 
NOF system architecture is shown as Fig. I. 

;\ combirwtion of forward se-nsors and digitized 
terrain elevation maps is necessary to provide the required 
I'm, mid, and near~!-lcld planning [I, 2]. "Far-Oe!d" or 
mission planning yields course waypoints of several rniles 
apart and takes into a~..:count mission requirements and global 

threat information. Existing mission or route planners. 

drawing from relatively course digitized terrain maps, arc 
sufficient for such purpose [3, 4!. A high resolution digital 
map, such as those commonly available by the U.S. Defense 
Mapping Agency (~·lOOm resolution) [5] is required to 

provide lll·rll-t'rcld trajectory planning. Such maps allow a 
k)\,v-altitude, short duration (--1 minute), "mid-f-ield" valley
seeking guidance trajectory to generated and refine the far
!icld route [6). Such vallcy~sccking, lateral and vertical 
maneuvering !light is commonly termed terrain follmving I 
terrain avoidance Cf'Ffl't\) night. 
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The complement of non-energy emitting passive 
sensors, such as visible-band cameras or forward-looking 
infrared (FUR), and those that actively emit energy, e.g. 
radar and laser radar, are necessary for "near-field" planning. 
Near-field planning adjusts the mid-field guidance trajectory 
with regard to unmapped or unknown obstacles, such as 
trees, wires, and structures. Most digitized terrain maps do 
not record such obstacles, and those that try cannot account 
for hazards placed after map sampling, a likely event even in 
non-hostile environments. These passive and active forward 
sensors update the digitized terrain maps with high 
resolution, high accuracy terrain and obstacle information 
which can then be used for close-in, ncar-field obstacle 
avoidance. 

Passive sensors, which use the para !lax bet\vecn a 
sequence of images to obtain ranging to obstacles, h;t\T the 
<tel vantages of high update rntcs, wide field of views, and, in 
the military NOE application, covertness. They arc limited in 
degraded \Veather operation, however, and typically produce 
-.;parscly populated, non-uniform obstacle maps, Their 
resolution is also not line enough for wire detection. i\ctive 
sensors. such as millimeter-wave (MMW) radar or l;tSL'.I. 
r;1dar (ladar), provide much denser, tnorc uniform 

ohstaciL~ maps through ntonitoring of electromagnetic 
emissions and returns. MMW radar alTon..\" opera\ ion in 

degraded weather, while ladar (and possibly some radar 
bands) can offer wire detection. Active sensors typically 
provide relatively low update rates for cotnpar;:tblc !ields of 
view to passive sensors. i\s such, both types of 
complementary sensors arc required for realizing nc<tr-ficld 
obstacle detection and avoidance. 

The full-mission guidance is the result of the far-!icld 
mission planning guidance, mid-field low-altitude TF/TJ\ 
guidance, and that of the near-field obst;tcle avoidance 
guidance. This guidance is then presented to the pilot 
through a pilot··centcrcd full-mission display. This display 
includes modes for l<)\li-altitudc TFri/\ operations and for 
NOE opc.rations. Such displays arc intimately coupled with 
the degree of control allotted to the ;:wtomatic systen1. The 
level of automation and associated pilot interface strongly 
inl\w: .. '.ncc pilot acceptability, which is cnh.:i<\l to the realistic 
success of an autom<ttcd NOE system. 

ANOE PROGRAM COMPONENT 
TECHNOLOGIES 

PASSIVE SENSORS 

Uectro-opticd sensors, such as vi:-.iblc·· and infr<trcd·
band c<uncras. offer their \vide flcld-of-vinv and fast upda!L~ 
rate as advantages for obstctclc detection and ranging 
ap1dil·:!tiun:-. without the need for radiating energy into the 
environment. Earlier systems utiliz.ing these se.nsors rclil~d 
on cxlcnsi\'l' <I priori knowledge of tl1e objcch to he detecte-d 

Fig. 2. RASCAL helicopter with stereo cameras (outboard) and 
infrared camera (center) during data collection flights. 

and/or interaction with a human user to designate the objects 
of interest. In the NOL application where the role of the 
sensors is to detect unexpected objects (i .c, those not 
appearing in digital terrain rnaps) and to aid in reducing the 

pilot's workload, neither of these assumptions apply. In 
addition, the sensor must fulfill tlh~ addition<d role of 

determining the position of detected obstacles. 
Approach: Bcginnint! in llJXh. the theoretical foundation 
for the obstacle detection and ranging algorithms were 
established [71. Ciivcn the ability to measure tile !1\(Jtion of an 
object bct\veen fraJJles in an image sequence and 
mensurcmcnts of the G!lllera's 111otion state, a Kalman filter 
\vas developed to estimate the object's position (range, 
azimuth. and elevation) under the assumption that the object 
is not moving. This appro<tch allows for detection and 
ranging under the full() dcgrec··of-fr~~cdom maneuvering 
expected during NOE operatinnc-.. 
Implementation and Recorded Flight Test Data Results: 

Following initial laboratory demonstrations and testing [X-
101. !light test data \VCJ"C collected to support development 
and \';didation or the ,<;i!lt!k-camcra obstacle detection and 
passive range estinwtion algorithms. !\single nwnochrorne 
caml;ra was mounted in the no_-,,, of <1 CH .. 47 Chinook 
hclin}pter. /\ircrart state inf(Jnll<!lion was measured usinl,! an 
inertial navigation s.y.-.;tcnl (INS). Truth llleasurcmcnts of 
ohst<tck positions rrlatiH' to the helicopter were obtained 

usin~ a ground-· based l;tscr tracktng c-iystcm. Off-line results 
usi!lt! these !light data dl'llHlrtstr:llcd the ability tn dl'tcct 
ohjl;cts at a distance of up to 700 feet and to estimate range 
within 10 percent error hy the ti1nc tile helicopter h<1d 
tr<t\·elled one-tenth the dist:llll'L' Inward the object [Ill. 

The initial appn)<Kh w!ls l'\.pamlcd to innwporatc 
multiple ca111cras to O\.CI\·;une limitations in ranging Ill 
objt;cts directly <dong tlw ht:liropll'r·s p<tth [ 12]. In <Jddition, 
enhancements to tile ran~.:l' .. Cstiln<ttion filtL'r resul!cd in an 
intpro\·cd capability fm r<!ll~:in,~ 1\l distant objects ( 131. 
J)n'l'lopment of the nHilti--calncr\! 1·anging algorithn1s led to 
<I t'oll(m·on tligl!! te:'l in which[\\() ,_.<tmcras were mounted 
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Fig. J. Truck obstacks parked on runway during final 
approach landing sequence. 

one meter apart on the nose of a UH-60 Blackhawk 
helicopter. Figure 2 portraits the NASA/Army RASCAL !est 
helicopter [ !5! equipped with stereo outboard visible-band 
cameras and infrared centerline camera./\ Litton LN-03 INS 
and an /\shtcch differential GPS system provided the air<-:raft 
state information. As before, a ground-based laser tracker 
was used to measure the true obstacle positions for 
validation of the passive. ranging algorithms. Analysis or tlw 
resulting data sl10\VCd in1provecl range accur;1cy and an 
extended range to 1000 feet [14). ;\ sumnl<lry ofpassi\·e 

ranging results obtained from !light test is provided in hg. 3 
and Table I. In the flight test scenario recorded. scvcr<JI 
trucks were parked on a runway during <l J de~.! ~_!lide--slnpc 
landing. 

To extend the obstacle detection and passive ranging 
capability in support of night operations. N;\S;\ in 
conjunction with the U.S. i\ir Force \Vright Laboratory 
conducted an additional fli~~ht test using a J-.. ~ micron focal 
plane array infrared e<.Jmer<l. Under a joint a.~.!.ree1ncnt. 
Wright Lab supplied a 1;1-IR Systems Prism e<lllh.Ta which 
was installed on the nose of the UH-()0. !\ bmc-.sig,htcd 
monochrome video camera \vas synchmnit.cd with theIR 
camera and mounted next to theIR C<ll!lL'ra with <I separ<Jlion 

of approximately 4.5 inches. Hights were conducted at night 
and in poor visibility conditions (light rain, fog, and haze). 

Having validated through llight d<lla the feasibility Pf 

obstacle detection using passive sensors, our focus shifted to 
achieving real-time operation. An estimated 2 billion 
lloating point operations per second were required to achieve 
rcal-·!ime perforrnann~ of the llllllti··Calllcra ;dgori!hm at d 

rate 15 frame--pairs pt:r second. Since thi\ computation;tl 

rcquircmcn1 is beyond the capability of off-the-shelf 

Table 1. Summary of passive ranging results given 
imaging sequence of Fig. 3. 

Truck Frame 
Truth Monocular Motion/Stereo 

Range (ft) Range (ft) Range (ft) 

A I 488 171 489 
60 399 405 431 

120 3!6 335 350 
180 235 227 247 

B I 6!4 270 785 
60 525 568 587 

120 443 462 463 

f---- 1(;0 363 364 341 

c I 741 267 739 
60 6.50 519 498 

120 568 606 565 
180 487 514 486 

[) I 860 138 n/a 

60 770 618 594 
120 688 653 799 
180 609 534 671 

E I 991 122 9.55 
60 899 995 813 

120 817 594 698 

L 1/lO 736 863 722 

microprocessors and digital signal processors, parallel 
processing technology was employed. The selection of a 
parallel processing architecture addressed trade-oft's in 
overall speed increase, processor utilization, 
progwmmability. and physical constraints. In addition. a 
promising system needed to be adaptable to changes in the 
vision algorithm. exhibit good scalability. and be able to be 

installed on board a helicopter. Several multi-processor 
<lrchitcctures were investigated, including a traditional image 
processing architecture. a shared-memory system, and two 
distribuled-memory machines [ 16-20]. The most promising 
architecture, a distributed-memory multi-processor machine. 
\vas successfully implemented under a Small Business 
lnnov:nive Research (SBIR) contract awarded to Innovative 
Configurations, Inc. The resulting system utilizes 32 Intel 
iK60 processors and a stereo image acquisition system 
implcrllt~nted on three 9U YME computer boards to detect 
and range to 300 "objects" at an update rate of l 5Hz. i\n 
ob.itct in this context is dctlncd as an entity trackablc 
through passive ranging algorithms, such as a physical 
object's edge or corner. The truck obstacles of Fig. 3 
conHnonly provided several dozen such objects for tracking. 

hlllowing laboratory testing, the real-time passive 
ranging system is planned to be moditled for airborne 
operation and installed on board the NAS/\/1\nny UH-60 
Ri\SC/\L helicopter for flight demonstration. The system 
will obtain all required inputs directly from aircraft sensors 
fllr demonstration of real-time passive ranging capability at 
low <lltitudc unde1· full 6 degree-of-freedom maneuvering. 
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ACT!VIc SENSORS 
Active sensors offer the ability to operate in degraded 

weather with precise ranging measurements, but at slower 
update rates for comparable field of views to passive sensors, 
The millimeter-wave (MMW) band allows for relatively 
small antennas and narrow beam shapes, which, if 
conflgured as a "pencil-beam" 3-d radar, provides precise 
range, azimuth, and elevation to obstacles and terrain. This 

allows great flexibility in implementation and use of the 
radar information beyond that required for the ncar-fleld 
guidance planning of ANOE flight. 

Approach: The scanning, pencil-beam MM\V radar a !lows 

a terrain and obstacle database (TOD) to be constructed and 
presented to the pilot as a synthetic perspective display. It 
also drives an alternate display of a guidance trajectory with 
obstacle avoidance capability. The synthetic perspective 
display would be of greatest bcncflt during flight operations 
in unfamiliar areas, such as those encountered during hcli
bornc emergency medical service (EMS). search and rescue. 
and airborne fire-fighting missions. The obstacle sensitive 
guidance display would be of assistance during all phases of 
degraded weather operation. 
Implementation: NASA is working jointly \Vith Honeywell 
in developing a 35 Glh pulsed radar system for usc in the 
NASA ANOE program and for use as a separate collision 
protection and warning device. The NASA/Honeywell 35 
GHz bi-phase modulated, coherent pulsed MMW radar 
system takes advantage of existing 4.3 GHz radar altimeter 
components in performing the transmit and receive 
functions. The 4.3 GI-Iz signal i.s passed through an 
upconverter to 35 GHz. and emitted as a scanning, pencil
beam through a twist-reflector type antenna. Radar returns 
arc down-converted to 4.3 GHz and processed using the 4.:~ 
GHz radar altimeter components. The usc of 35 Cillz affords 
good wenther penetration l:apability, scattering at lo\v 
gr<tl.ing angles, and the u:;c of a rather small antC!Hl<l ( II.X in 

diameter). 
The approximately 2.6 deg pencil-beams arc scanned 

to cover a 20 dcg elevation by 50 deg (azimuth) field of view 
(FOV) in 1 sec (fully interlaced in 2 sec). Range gating 
vari,~s from 16 to 32 ft over the I 000 ft range of the radar. 
The radar system was designed to allow easy growth in 
range to 10,000 ft. ;\nearly single-beam, non-scanning 
version of this radar demonstrated excellent correlation 
bct\vcen predicted and 11ight test performance [21 ]. 

The radar-derived TOD is presented to the pilot on a 
panel-mounted display as a 3-dimcnsiona! synthetic 
perspective "grid" display. Fach grid is drawn at the height 
estimated from current and prior radar returns, and any 
stored nwp data that Ill <I~' be available. For engineering 
dcv~:lopnlc!ll, the grid perspective display can be overbid 
on!O a video image provided by a camera mounted adjacent 
to tlw radar. 

Fig. 4. RASCAL helicopter with NASA/Honeywell 
35 CiHr. MMW radar. 

An obstacle scnsiti ve guidance tn~jectory can be 
generated using the radar-derived terrain and obstacle 
database. A flight plan is first entered. ck:scribing a route 
between several waypoints, desired MSL altitude. and 
minimum J\CJL altitude. A nominal straight .. Jine course is 
then generated, and presented symbolically to the pilot on a 

panel-mounted display. The course is altered in clcvatitlll. 
however, should the minimum AGL altitude limit be 
breached, as determined through qucry·ing or the r<ldar

dcrived database. The guidance trajectory is presented to the 
pilot in a "highway-in-the-sKy'' display format. Such a 
display has been extensively Hight tested through :1 Ni\S:'\1 
/\rmy low-altitude flight guidance program 122]. This 
display will be described in the following section on m·ld· 
fid(l, lo~.-v-altitudc manual guidance. 
Early Flight Test Results: Flights arc CU!TC!llly being 
conducted with the N/\S;\/Honcywc!l ]5 Cil-lz radar aboard 
a Ni\SA/Arllly Ufl-60 test helicopter ba:--ed at Ames 
Research Center. This research aircraft includes GPS/INS 
navigation, digital data recorders for ful! aircraft state 
information (and radar outputs), and an externally mmnlted 
color camc.r<L The 35 CiHz radar is mounted on the nose of 
the aircraft on an experimental mounting har (hg. 4). ;\ 
camera, mounted adjacent to the radar. allow;-. 111crged vidcu 
recordings or the pilot presentations of the perspective grid 
display or the "highway··in .. the .. sky'' guidance display with 
that from the Clmera. The flight test coursl~ includes man
made obstacles (towers. buildings) <md natural obstacles 

(trees, aggressive nlountainous terrain, !lat tCIT;lin) hazards. 
Data collected includes n1dar output. aircraft slate. <Uld pilot 
comments. Early fli~dH test results haH.~ dcmo11strmcd the 
ability of the radar to reliably detect obstacle:-. :tnd 1~encratt' a 
terrain I obstacle dawba:;c from these radar dctcctio11s [2J ]. 
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MID-FIELD, LOW-ALTITUDE MANUAL GUIDANCE 
SYSTEM 

A mid~field low-altitude terrain following I terrain 
avoidance (TFffA) gllidance system relying on digitized ter
rain elevation maps was developed that employs airborne 
navigation, mission requirements, aircraft performance lim
its, and radar altimeter returns to generate in real-time a val
ley-seeking, low-altitude trajectory between waypoints. 
Recall that "mid-field" refers to planning of approximately I 
min ahead and low-altitude is taken as no lower than tree-top 
altitude. By applying a cost function over an intended route 

between waypoints, a three-dimensional TFffA route may 
be calculated in real-tirnc. 

Approach: The trajectory generation algorithm maintains a 
cost function that seeks to minimize mean sea \eve! (MSL) 
altitude, heading change from a straight line nominal path 
between waypoints, and lateral offset from the nominal path. 

The cost function is applied to candidate tra_iectorics from 
the current aircraft position over discrete pitch and roll an
J:!Ics. The lowest cost function trajectory (for the next 30 s) is 
then selected (4]. Adjusting corhtants of the cost function al
lows varying degrees of weighting 1.0 be applied to each per
formance criterion. The pilot selects aircraft performance 
limits and constants for the system. These include maximu111 
bank, climb and dive angles, normal load factor, and desired 
velocity and set clear<tnce altitude. Set clearance altitude is 
that AGL altitude to which the guidance algorithm wil I nom
inally seck. By severely penalizing, for example, those tra
jectories that deviate from the straight line nominal course 
. (in heading and position), a straight line contour trajectory is 
generated. Such flight exclusively in the vertical plane is 
termed tcrrnin follmving (TF) flight. Decrc:1sing the penalty 
on these same two parameters allows lateral movement, and 
yields a meandering terrain fo!]()Wing I terrain avoidance 
(TFn'A) flight profile. 1\ general far-field 1\ight plan, consist
in!.!. of a series of course waypoints, is supplied h)-' a mission 
p!;nncr or simply input by the unv, and can be changed in 
flight. The mission pbnncr, if supplied with ground based 
threat information, wil! choose course waypoints sensitive to 
these hazards. 

Implementation: The trajectory generated by the guidance 
system is presented symbolically to tht: pilot through a hel
met mounted display (HMD). A simplified pictmial of the 
·'pathway-in-the-sky" pilot presentation symbolo_gy on the 
head-tracked HMD is shO\vn as hg. 5, which presents a 
climbing left tum trajectory. The pathway troughs and phan
tom aircraft arc drawn in inertial space along the de-sired tra· 
icctory. The troughs arc I 00 ft (30.5 Ill) wide at the base.)() 
.ft (! 5.2 rn) wlL and 200 l"t (() 1.0 m) wide at top. ~tnd arc 
dr;~wn in I sec incren!ents of the trajectory out toRs. based 
un \.he aircraft\ airspeed. The top center of cach patlw:ay is 
the desired. computed trajectory. The plHl!llO!ll aircraft !lies 

Phantom 
~ Aircraft 

~~ FlightPath 

/~
Vector 

A..---/ 

Pathway 
Troughs 

Fig. 5. Mid··ficlc!, !ow-altitude manual guidance system 
pilot symbology. 

at the top center of the forth trough (the desired trajectory 4 s 
in the future). The nircraft's flight path vector is also drawn 
on the helmet mounted display, as. predicted 4 s ahead. 
Hence. by tracking the phantom aircraft with the !light path 
vector. the pilot attempts to fly the desired TFffA guidance 
trajectory. 1\dclitional aircraft state information also dis
played (but not shown on Fig. 5) includes magnetic heading, 
engine torque. airspeed. radar altimeter. and ball and slip in
dicator. A horizon line. pitch ladder, and aircraft nose chev
rons arc also given to improve situational awareness. An 
airspeed flight director tape reflects deviation from the pilot 
selected. desired airspeed. This symbology set was devel
oped over scvenll piloted, motion-based simulations with a 
diverse group of pilots, and gives good trajectory tracking 
performance with low pilot workload. Such a "pilot~ccn
tcred" display. providing trajectory lead information and 
heightened ~ituational a\varcness, is preferred by pilots to 
tradit.lOIWl "!light-director" li ... S-type displays t24] . 

Piloted Simulation and Flight Test Results: The TFffA 
\!Uid~1ncc svstcm c\·oh·cd through four motion-based. piloted 
~-imulation.~ on the NASA !\me~ Vertical Motion Simulator 
(Vt\-1S) facility. These silllulations served to develop the 
guidance algorithm. pilot display laws. and pilot disrlay 
svrnholo1.:y. and included studies of indi\·idu;d display 
c.icmcnts~ pi\nt handling qualities ratings. and pilot 
~.-vorkload. The TF!IA guidance system was then 
implemented for tli,~ . .dlt evaluation with the U.S. Army 
Command/Control Systems Integration Directorate 
(C:2SID}, l·t. Monmouth, NJ. aboard their NUH-60 STAR 
(Systems Testbed fnr Avionics Research) helicopter. through 
a f\..'1cnrorandum of Agreement. 

The guidance system was funhcr 'alidated through 
llidH test and supporting VMS simulations in three phases: 
! )'·the baseline terrain map-based system. 2) the radar 
;lltimctcr Kalnwn filter system, and J) the forward sensor 
equipped sy\tClll. which a<..hlcd an obstacle avn.ldance 
capability. The phases built upon one another and 
nrogressivclv incrc;rsed in complexity and capability (Fig. 
(1l. The 12.ttid~mcc s\qcm has been cxtenstvc!v flight tested in 
a.variet; .. of terrain·. primarily rugged terrain .in So. Central 
Pennsylv:mi<L Tlw baseline system's performance is 
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Fig. 6. Mid-field. low-altitude lll<lllUal guidance system block diagram. 

principally limited in its ability to position itself above the 
terrain, and its inability to detect and avoid unmapped 
obstacles, such as trees and wires. The above ~round 
positioning limitation was found dominant and restricted 
flight to above 300ft AGL at the operational design speeds 
between HO and II 0 kts 1251. 

The dashed blocks of Fig. 6 <..ktai! the extension to the 
baseline TF!fA guidance system resulting from :1 Kalman 
flltcr augmentation. The predicted AGL altitude, calculated 
as the difference in the navigation system 1\'lSL altitude and 
the stored map terrain elevation, together \vith the r;1dar al·· 
timcter measurcnH.:nt, arc. blended in a Kalman !iltcr to yield 
an estimate for the difference error from the predicted i\GL 
altitude. This difference error value, Ft,.", is then used to al
ter the terrain elevation database referenced guidance trajec
tory at the i\GL-error blending block of Fig. 7. This 
modified trajectory is then presented to the pill)t using tlv..·. 
existing display laws and symbology. The enhancement pro
duced trajectories more reflective of the topogr<lphy· and al
lowed for lower altitude operation than that or the baseline 
guidance system. The minimum flight altitude \vas reduced 
fron~ 300 n i\GL altitude to !50ft at operation<\] Sj1l'edS 

from XO to [ [() kts 126]. Flight restrictions !"or the tl'IT<llll-ref
Cl"Cih.:ed guidance system were now governed by pilot obsta
cle <:etc ... :tion a net <1\"0idancc, which could he <lssisrcd by <1 
f<>rward-tnoking sensor. 

The forward sen~or enhancement to the NASA/i\rrny 
mid-field nwnual guidance system involved the addition of 
three distinct components: a wide field of view forward look·· 
ing laser radar, a terrain/obstacle database generated from 
sensor rewrns, and a path manager. which modifies the guid
ance trajccto.ry if necessary after querying the scns<y dat<l-
basc (Fig. 6) f 

The fonvard sensor integrated was the Northrop Ob
stacle /\voidance System (0/\SYS) la:-;cr radar prototype 
sensor developed by the U.S. i\rmy [27, 2Xj. The terrain and 
obstacles located by the forward sensor arc stored in an incr
tia!!y-rcfcrenccd square grid system periodically shifted such 
that its center position remains approximately below the air
craft. The database is updated with a group of OASYS de
tected "objects", nominally at tO Hz. A "path manager" is 
used to alter the guidance trajectory in the event of an alti·· 
tude dcar~\!\CC problem, as determined hy the elevations of 
obstacles and terrain stored in the sensor generated database. 
All adjust111Cil!S made to the tra_jectory arc in vertical position 
only, i.e. no l<llcral modifications are made. Note that the op·· 
timization about the cost function described earlier for the 
guidance tr;ljcctory is not n::cornputed, i.e. this is not a 
"closed loop" r(}["\\'<IJ"d sensor trajectory ~olution. 

;\ rcprc~cntativc !light test result from a terrain fo! .. 
lowing ("IT) mission is shown <IS Fig. 7. Terrain following 
tlight. or contour flight, is flown at const;mt heading between 
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Fig. 7. Flight test results of lov..."-a]titudc. manu;d guidance system. 
a.) Elevation (vertical) profile. 

b.) Pilot elevation tracking or guidance trajcL·tory. 

waypoints with only vcrticallllancuvcring. The ~!round track 
of such flight results in straight lines between waypoints. 
This TF mission was flown at 80 kts airspeed and set clear
ance altitude of 75ft. creating expected guidance trajectory 
AGL clearances or 75 rt ACil. and above. These figures trace 
the elevation or vertical track (Fig. 7a), as well as the pilot's 
tracking of the guidance trajectory through the fiMD sym
bology previously discussed (Fig. 7b). The upper solid line 
traces the aircraft MSL altitude while tlying the forward-sen
sor equipped guidance system. The upper dashed line tracks 
the desired (or "commanded") trajectory MSL altitude. 
which is that computed by the trajectory algorithm as nwdi
r-icd by the forward sensor dependent path manager and pre
sented to the pilot. The difference between these two lines, 
representing the pilot's vertical tracking of the desired trajec
tory, is given as Fig. 7h. The lowest sol!d line of Fig_ 7a is 
the "truth" measurement of the terrain elevation. which is 
cakulated as the aircraft's !\1SL altitude minus the rad~u· al
tinJctcr measurement. 

The commanded (path manager corrected) pathway of 
Fig.7a presents a smooth but aggressive trajectory. Terrain 
undulations are clearly recognized and rctlected in the path
\vay placement. Areas where the guidance pathway appears 
too high arc. most likely due to local foliage effects. i.e. a 
tight, higher concentration of trees, or the effect of the 
smooth flight p<llh angle constraint imposed on all guidance 
trajectories. hgurc 7h shows the difference between the ele
vation (vertical) COI!lllland position and that of the aircraft. 
Mean elevation tracking was -2.6 ft, with standard deviation 
of lX.O ft. Except for the period surrounding the hill just pri
or to ti111c 150 s. tracking is within the trough vertical bounds 
of 50 ft. Imperfect trajectory tracking can be traced to two 

principle reason~: the pilot can never track the symbology 
perfectly, and at times will override the recommended path
way. C\rcumvcnti1.m of the commanded tJ"<~cctory occasion

;d!y occurs when a pilot "short-cuts" the suggested guidance 
tr<0ectory, such as when a ridge is crossed followed by nega
tive sloping terrain. 
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Fig. 8. Ncar-fle!cL pilot-dir,?ctcd automated guidnncc system diagram. 

NEAR-FIELD, PILO'JCDJRECTED AUTOMATED 
GUIDANCE SYSTEM 

Early efforts at NASA Ames Research Center tore
duce pilot workload by automating tasks for NOF fiight in
volved the development of a fully nutomatic obstacle 
avoidance system i111plcmcnted in a real-time workstation 
based simulation. The technical emphasis of this effort was 
on the dcvclopmcrH of guidance and control !av·..'S that select
ed and followed open paths for safe maneuvering based upon 
the identification orwrrc1in and obstacles from simulated on
board sensor information [29). Resulting guidance l'Oill

mands were generated in the form of a 3-dimc.nsionnl com
manded velocity vector. The autopilot-controller, based upon 
an inversion of the \'Chicle dynamics, was responsible for 
computing the cyclic. collective, and rudder control inputs 
needed to follow the guidance command. 

Approach: Following the development of the guidance and 
control functions for fully automatic flight, research efforts 
were directed towards the development of an effective 
means by which a human pilot could interface with the 
automated systems. The goal was to develop an interface 
that took advant~lg!~ of the workload reduction potential of 
fully automatic guidance and control without compromising 
pilot confidence and mission flexibility. Qualitative result;.: 
from prcviou;.: slrntliation studies of automated NOE obstacle 
nvoidancc systems 1dcnti1icd the pilot-interface as being the 

most crucial factor influencing pilot acceptability [3()!. In 
particular, studies suggested that poor pi\oi acceptability 
would result from any w;:~ypoint following, fully automatic 
NOE system that required pilots to perform merely as system 
monitors. 

l~csearch aimed at identifying effective pilot interface 
\olutions resulted in the :.;election of a concept referred to as 
Pilot-Directed Guidance (PDG). The PDG concept. shown 
schematically in Hg. g_ is based upon a translational 
vclocity·-command control system that proYides continuous 
obsU\Cle avoidance protection while depending upon the 
pilot for O\'Cral! course guidance [3\j. Vv'ith this interface, a 
pilot can concentrate upon primary course guidance and 
secondary cockpit tasks by delegating obstacle detection and 
avoidance tasks to the PDG system. The PDG system assists 
pilot:-. \lying NOE by providing for l) automated obstacle 
detection and avoidance. 2) terrain-following altitude 

control. and 3) airspeed control. PDG relies upon real-time 
forward-looking sensor information to provide the system 
with knowledge of obstacles and terrain in the vicinity of the 
roton:rart. In the event that the PDG system determines that 
an ob-"t<lcle or terrain collision \\-·ill take place within the 
PDCi look-ahead time window. the necessary avo.1dancc 
control activity is provided automatically for the pilot. The 
jlf)(j guidance iogic is dcsit!ncd to favor lateral maneuvers 
over vertical lll<lllCU\'Crs in order to provide greater 
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Fig. 9. Ncar-field, pilot-directed automated guidance 
system pilot symbology. 

concealment ot' the vehicle under hostile conditions. Vertical 
maneuvers arc executed by system in the event that all lateral 
maneuvering options have been exhausted. 
hnplementation: To improve situ<:J.tional awareness and 
PDG system monitoring, a Helmet-Mounted Display (HMD) 
is provided for the pilot. Along with rotorcraft and system 
state information, the HMD displays inenial!y referenced 
course-fol!owing symbology that resembles a path-way on 
the ground described by a series of symbols resembling 
croquet wickets. as shown in Fig. 9. This course symbology 
is similar to the pathway in the sky sy1nbo!ogy used in the 
mid--tield, low-altitude manual guidance system of the 
previous section except that the troughs arc inverted and 
anchored to the ground. This provides a more meaningful 
visual reference to the pilot at very low NOE altitudes. The 
height of the wickets arc set to the PDCJ commanded rndar 
altitude to provide additional altitude tracking information to 
the pilot. A ground-based symbol representing the predicted 
position of the vehicle at the end of the PDG \ook-ahc,td 
time window is also displayed on the HMD. This symbol, 
referred to as the PDG reference point, resembles an inverted 
triangle that has its vertex in con wet with the terrain surf~tce 
and its height equal to the PDG commanded radar altitude 
[32]. Additional symbology provided, by not shown on Fig. 
9, includes a hori1.on \inc. bmcsight indicator, heading 
indicator. and pitch reference. Automatic obstacle-avoidancG 
corHrol activity is executed whenever a direct line-of-sight to 
i.hG PDG reference point is obstructed. 

To provide a pilot cueing mechanism of automatic 
'(Hltrol activity, the cyclic and collective control inccpwrs 
"·c back-driven in the cockpit. The pilot is able to override 
'\w PDG ~ystcm at any time by providing a sufflcicnt force 
ill put to the control inceptors. The final control inceptor 
positions. governed by the pilot. nrc interpreted as the 
velocity command inputs that arc sent lO the high ban(hvidth 
auwpilot controller. 

The PDG controller is based upon a non-linear, 
feedback \incari?.ation design technique that facilitates its 
use over the entire flight envelope of the vehicle. The 
feedback linearization technique is used to transform the 
input-output map of the original nonlinear system into a 
linear time-invariant form [33]. The transformed system is 
then easily controlled using any well-known linear control 
design technique. Further simplitlcation of the design 
process can be realized by dividing the rotorcraft dynamics 
into multiple time scales of reduced order using the singular 
perturbation method. The advantage of using this method is 
that the resulting contro!lers will also be of reduced order. A 
baseline nonlinear inverse autopilot design incorporating 
feedback linearization and time-scale separation was 
designed and synthesized for a comprehensive tlight test 
validated engineering model of the UH-601\ Black Hawk 
helicopter for the PDG application. The system uses a 
stored-trim-map approach to npproximate the inverse force 
and momt:nt model of the rotorcraft u:-~cd during feedback 
linearization. i\ simple time-invariant PD 
type control law design is used throughout the operational 
tlight envelope. 
Piloted Simulation ncsults: The control laws of Ftg. g 
along with the guidance in Fig. 9 \vere evaluated through 
piloted simulation in the NASA Ames six degree-of-freedom 
Vertical i"v1otion Simulator (VMS). Results demonstrate the 
capability of the PD(i automated system to significantly 
illlprovc flight path performance and reduce pilot workload 
ror NOE missions requiring obstacle avoidance. Flights \.VCl"C 

condncted both \.1/ith and without PDG automation for direct 
comparison of !light path performance and pilot workload 
;\n example of the NOE conditions encountered in the 
,<;imulation arc shown in Fig. 10 which shows an out-tht>· 
windmv view as seen by the pilot. 

Fig. 10. Pilot's view during simulation of ne''"''·- ""'u 
pilot--directed automated guidance sysrcrn. 
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Under low visibility conditions, time exposed above 
tree level was reduced by 75% with the PDG system 
compared with that of non-automated flights. Increased 
obstacle clearances, leading to a reduction in obstacle 
strikes, were also observed with PDG. Secondary 
performance benefits, resulting from the PDG automation, 
were greatly improved airspeed and altitude command 
following. Most importantly, simulation evaluations have 
demonstrated the potential of the PDG system to 
substantially reduce overall pilot workload over a range of 
speed and visibility conditions [31 ]. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper summarizes the status and results to date 

of the NASA Automated Nap-of-the-Earth (ANOE) 
program. A structure involving sensor and database derived 
guidance, pilot-centered displays, and pilot-automatic 
control interaction has been employed. Results have been 
demonstrated through laboratory development, piloted, 
!llOtion-based simulation, and through flight testing in the 
technology focus areas of passive sensors, active. sensors, 
mid-field manual TFfrA guidance, and ncar-field pilot
directed automatic guidance. 

Algorithms have been developed using calibrated 
flight test images and a specialized 32-board parallel 
processor computer that can perform ranging to objects frotn 
passive sensors in real-time. Ranging to 500 image objects at 
15Hz through visible-band or infrared cameras have 
achieved ranging accuracies of 5% of range ~iven recorded 
lli:~ht test collected imaging data. Real-time operation has 
be~:n laboratory demonstrated. Rcal-tirne in-!light 
clel!lOnstration of this capability aboard a test helicopter is 
on-going. Real-time passive ranging to objects has direct 
application in robotics, airport terminal area operations, and 
in planetary rovers. Work in passive ranging has supported 
the external vision component of the NASI\ high .. speed 
research program, and is applicable to any synthetic-vision 
systcn1. Calibrated flight test data sets have been distributed 
to numerous universities and government laboratories. 

1\ scanning, penci !-beam mi IIi rnctcr .. \vavc radar has 
been developed which can create a local. high-resolution 
database surrounding an aircraft for direct 3-dimcnsional 
perspective display or to drive higher-level guidance. Such 
an obstacle detection and avoidance capability has 
immediate value to commercial emergency medical service 
(t:MS) operations, airborne lire-fighting, and reduced 
visibility operations. This MM\V radar system and display 
1\;t\' .. ~ begun flight trials and have dcmonstr<ltcd their obstacle 
detection capability. 

A mid-field, low-altitude manual guidance systctn has 
hl'Cil dn .. cloped and extensively flight tested in cooperation 
with the US 1\rmy. \\i'!H .. '.Il augmented with a laser radar 

forward-sensor, low-altitude obstacle avoidance capable 
flights to 75 feet AGL at 80-110 kts have been achieved. 
Guidance trajectories, generated and then modified in real
time by forward-sensor obstacle detections, are presented to 
the pilot on a helmet-mounted display. This guidance system 
has direct application to the military and is now being 
employed in a U.S. Special Operations test program. 

A near-field, pilot-directed automated NOE guidance 
system has been developed and is being refined through 
piloted, motion-based simulation. The system incorporates 
back-driven controls and a helmet-mounted display. The 
system retains principle and ultimate authority with the pilot 
while providing an automatic clobber protection capability. 
Under low visibility conditions, time exposed above tree 
level was reduced by 75% with this system compared with 
that of non-automated ftights. Increased obstacle clearances, 
leading to a reduction in obstacle strikes, were also observed 
with the pilot-directed guidance system. Simulation 
evaluations have demonstrated the potential of this pilot
directed automated NOE guidance system to substantially 
reduce overall pilot workload \)\'era range of speed and 
v1sihility conditions. 

Future work \vii! focus on the optimal merging of 

p~1ssive sensor and <tetivc sensor derived obstacle rangings in 
creating a local. high-resolution terrain and obstacle 
database. Work on pilot interaction with automated guidance 
through pilot-centered displays will continue. Eventual !light 
demonstration of an integrated automated NOE flight 
guid<:tncc system is conceivable \Vi thin the coming years. 
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